Abstract-Energy accounts for a significant fraction of the operational costs of a data center, and data center operators are increasingly interested in moving toward low-power designs. Two distinct approaches have emerged toward achieving this end: the power-proportional approach focuses on reducing disk and server power consumption, while the green data center approach focuses on reducing power consumed by support-infrastructure like cooling equipment, power distribution units, and power backup equipment. We propose an integrated approach, which combines the benefits of both. Our solution enforces power-proportionality at the granularity of a rack or even an entire containerized data center; thus, we power down not only idle IT equipment, but also their associated support-infrastructure. We show that it is practical today to design data centers to power down idle racks or containers-and in fact, current online service trends strongly enable this model. Finally, we show that our approach combines the energy savings of power-proportional and green data center approaches, while performance remains unaffected.
INTRODUCTION
G LOBAL-SCALE online services typically run on hundreds of thousands of servers spread across dozens of data centers worldwide. Google is estimated to own over a million servers, while Microsoft's Chicago data center alone is estimated to contain over 300,000 servers [28] . These scales will only increase significantly as infrastructure-, platform-, and storage-as-a-service (IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) models mature [5] , and approach what many perceive as a likely vision of the future-a handful of infrastructure providers hosting the world's data and computation. As companies compete to take the lead in this space, the operational efficiency of their massive data centers assumes central importance.
This paper focuses on a key aspect of data center operational efficiency-energy management. Energy costs can account for over 35 percent of the total cost of ownership of data centers [8] , [34] . As servers grow ever more powerful, and data center server densities continue to increase, Wattage per square foot has been growing as well. This compounds the amount of heat generated per square foot, in turn requiring the expenditure of more energy to remove. Energy costs now rival server costs [32] , yet average data center energy efficiency is a mere 50 percent [8] , [34] .
Given the economic as well as environmental impact of the global data center energy footprint, it is perhaps surprising that average energy efficiency in this sector is so low. Two challenges impede progress in this space: idle resource energy consumption, and support-infrastructure energy consumption. Since data centers are provisioned for peak load, which is significantly higher than average load, average data center resource utilization is very low [22] . This leads to considerable resource idleness on average, and as idle resources can consume almost as much energy as active ones, significant amounts of energy can be wasted here [26] . The approach typically taken to address this problem is to power down idle resources (disks and servers), to achieve power proportionality. A power proportional system consumes energy proportional to its load. It is hard, however, to achieve power proportionality without degrading performance, as resource idleness is difficult to predict accurately.
The second source of data center energy inefficiency is support-infrastructure energy consumption. In addition to servers and IT equipment that are doing directly useful work, data centers contain power distribution, power backup, networking, and cooling infrastructure that enable the IT equipment to function correctly, but do not contribute directly to useful work done. Ideally, total energy consumed by the data center should be a small factor (close to 1) of the energy consumed by IT equipment; this factor is called power usage effectiveness (PUE). In reality, however, data center support-infrastructure consumes energy comparable to the IT equipment, leading to industry average PUE of over 2 [8] , [34] . Several green data center solutions have been designed to address this problem: direct current (DC) power distribution is advocated for improving power distribution efficiency [33] ; battery-backed servers improve on the efficiency of a central UPS power backup solution [14] ; free cooling-the practice of using outside air to cool the facility, thus obviating the need for power-hungry chillers-significantly improves cooling efficiency [21] . Most existing facilities, however, cannot take advantage of these solutions without significant engineering overhaul. This paper takes an integrated approach to data center energy management to simultaneously address idle resource energy consumption, and support-infrastructure energy consumption. We argue for a power management approach that powers down racks or even entire containerized data centers, when idle, thus powering down not only servers, but also their associated power distribution, backup, networking, and cooling equipment. Our evaluation shows that shifting to this model combines the energy savings of the power-proportional as well as the green data center approaches, while not impacting performance. We also show that this shift is practical today at very low deployment cost, and that current data center trends strongly enable it.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work, and explains its limitations. Section 3 describes our solution and identifies various enabling data center practices. We present evaluation results in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
We describe the current solution space for data center energy management, under the two broad categories of power-proportional solutions, and green data center solutions. The former category of solutions works by identifying, isolating, and enabling the power-down of idle IT resources through various mechanisms. The latter category of solutions reengineers data centers to improve support-infrastructure energy efficiency, and thus data center PUE. In the next section, we show how to integrate these two approaches.
Power Proportional Solutions
The principle behind power-proportionality is that power should track utilization. More formally, the property states that executing a given job should consume a constant amount of energy, irrespective of how much time it takes. This is possible only if base-line power consumption (power consumed when no job is being executed) is zero. In other words, idle resource power consumption must be zero. The reality, however, is that servers consume almost as much energy when idle or lightly loaded, as when heavily loaded [26] . The problem is exacerbated by the fact that most data centers, being provisioned for peak rather than average load, are very lightly loaded on average [22] .
So why do not data center operators just turn off idle resources? Many server components also have the ability to operate in multiple power modes (corresponding to commensurate levels of performance), so that they can be manipulated to consume power proportional to their load, or desired level of performance. However, there are several challenges to this approach. First, switching between power modes takes time, and can lead to degraded performance if load is not accurately predicted and resource power modes matched to it. Most services can tolerate very little, if any, performance degradation. Second, server load is hard to predict accurately. Finally, average server idle times are very short, leading to no energy saving (and perhaps energy wastage) from server power down.
Power proportional solutions address these challenges through various load concentration techniques. The basic insight is that if load can be concentrated on a subset of the data center servers in a predictable manner, then the rest can be powered down to save energy without impacting performance. This solution space can be specified using two basic parameters.
1. Load localization target. Power-proportional schemes attempt to localize load to a subset of the system so that the rest can be powered down. The load localization target parameter encodes this concept. For instance, massive array of idle disks (MAID) [12] concentrates popular data on a new set of "cache" disks, while popular data concentration (PDC) [31] uses a subset of the original disk set to house the popular data. Power-aware caches [15] attempt to house the working set of spun-down disks in the cache, to increase their idle time. Writeoffloading [29] is a technique that can layer on top of each of these solutions to temporarily divert write-accesses from spun-down disks to spun-up ones, and so is a scheme to localize write accesses. SRCMap [35] is similar to MAID and PDC (and additionally uses write-offloading), but is a more principled version of both. KyotoFS [16] is similar to write-offloading, but uses the log-structured file system to achieve write diversions. 2. Architecture. Power-proportional systems often add levels to the storage hierarchy to create resource power-down opportunities. The architecture parameter encodes the storage hierarchy of a given solution. For instance, the standard storage hierarchy puts primary memory (RAM) ahead of spinning disks. Power-proportional storage solutions add spun-down disks to the tail of this hierarchy. MAID uses an additional set of disks (cache-disks) between memory and the original disk set. PDC, poweraware caching, SRCMap, write-offloading, and KyotoFS all use the original disk set, and add no new levels. Hibernator [38] uses multispeed disks, as does DRPM [20] . HP AutoRAID [37] divides the disk-set into a smaller, high-performance, highstorage-overhead RAID 1 level, and a larger, lowperformance, low-cost RAID 5 level. PARAID [36] is a power-aware variant of AutoRAID. An important shortcoming with all of these solutions is their neglect of the power overheads of power distribution, networking, and cooling. These overheads can account for as much as 35 percent of the power consumed by the data center [8] , [34] . Compare this with disk power, which accounts for less than 27 percent of facility power [38] . Yet most solutions in the power proportional space focus on disk or server power down. This narrow focus inherently limits the energy saving potential of these solutions.
Green Data Center Solutions
We describe some engineering solutions designed to reduce support-infrastructure energy consumption. These fall under three broad categories.
1. Power distribution efficiency. For every Watt of energy used to power servers, up to 0.9 W can be lost in power distribution [33] . To a large extent, these losses result from the series of alternating current (AC) to DC, and DC to AC conversions that are part of the power distribution process. For example, power is typically delivered to a data center as highvoltage AC power; this is stepped down to lower voltage AC power for distribution to racks for use by servers and other IT equipment. Inside this IT equipment, power supplies typically convert the AC power to the DC power needed for digital electronics. If the facility uses a UPS, an additional level of indirection is injected in routing the power through the UPS-resulting in another set of AC-to-DC, and DC-to-AC conversions. Power is lost at each of these conversions; further, more power is needed to cool the conversion equipment [33] . It has been shown that power conversion efficiency can be improved significantly if the data center is supplied with DC power instead of AC power. DC power delivery systems have been shown to be up to 20 percent more efficient that AC delivery [33] . This solution is orthogonal to ours, and can be used in conjunction with it. 2. Power backup efficiency. To prevent outages, data centers use a backup power supply that can kick in temporarily if the primary supply fails. Traditionally, this backup takes the form of a central UPS; power to the facility flows through the UPS, charging it, and is then routed to the racks. Significant power loss can result from this model, as the average UPS has an efficiency of only about 92 percent [14] .
A new model has been demonstrated by Google [14] , where power backup is provided through perserver batteries; this distributed design has been shown to achieve close to 100 percent efficiency [14] . Again, this solution is complementary to ours. 3. Cooling efficiency. An industry rule-of-thumb suggests that for every Watt of energy consumed by a server, about 0.5 W is needed to remove the resulting heat generated [21] . Data center cooling infrastructure typically consists of a chiller unit to chill the coolant used (water or air), and fans to direct cool air toward the servers, and hot air away from the servers. These are both thermodynamically complex and power-hungry processes. A highly effective way to reduce cooling energy consumption is through free cooling, a system that uses ambient air for facility cooling, thus obviating the need for power-hungry chillers. It has been shown that free cooling can help bring data center PUE down to as low as 1.07 [2] . However, existing data centers would need a significant engineering overhaul to adopt this solution. Further, a limiting factor for this solution is the requirement that ambient temperatures be suitable for use in facility cooling. We now describe a solution with very low deployment overhead, that combines the benefits of the power proportional and green data center approaches.
INTEGRATED APPROACH
As we saw in Section 2, current data center energy management solutions are siloed into two separate approaches: power-down solutions for idle IT resources, and engineering solutions for reducing support-infrastructure energy consumption. In this section, we show how to integrate these two approaches by extending power-down solutions to include support-infrastructure.
Larger Power Cycle Units
We define the power cycle unit (PCU) as the resource unit that the power management scheme operates over. This is the unit whose power state is manipulated to track utilization. For example, disk power management schemes manipulate the disk power state (ON/OFF/possibly lowpower states corresponding to lower speeds); CPU power management schemes manipulate CPU power (typically through frequency tuning). Our contention in this paper is that larger PCU options, which have not been explored thus far, promise significantly bigger energy savings. Fig. 1 illustrates our rack PCU model. Depending on the rack and server dimensions, a rack could contain anywhere between 10 to 80 servers, or more. In Fig. 1 , we show a module consisting of two racks, which share an in-rack cooling system, a rack power distribution unit (PDU), and a top-of-rack switch. The in-rack cooling system [6] draws hot air from the servers in the racks, and circulates cool air to maintain the required server operating temperature. This cooling system would typically be allied with a central chiller unit, which would supply it with chilled air; if the outside air conditions are favorable, the chiller can be dispensed with in favor of free cooling. The rack PDU supplies power to the rack components; a switched PDU [7] will allow remote control of this power supply, allowing the rack to be turned on or off over the network. Finally, the top-of-rack switch connects the servers in the rack to the data center network. The switch power is also controlled by the rack PDU. The data center network is typically hierarchical, with rack switches connected using row switches, which in turn connect to a set of central switches that have a link to the outside. In this model, the rack PCU can be powered down/up without impacting the rest of the data center network. The breakdown of power draw within the rack PCU depends on a number of factors, such as server power ratings, disk power ratings, number of disks per server, and chilling technique employed (free air cooling/chiller unit). For what the Green Grid characterizes as the average data center [19] , servers draw only about 30 percent of the rack power, while up to 45 percent may go toward cooling, and the remaining power is spent on the PDU, the switch gear, and power backup.
While racks today are physically self-sufficient, and offer fault isolation from the rest of the data center network, powering them down can result in data unavailability or service interruption unless mindful load placement is practised. To create rack power-down opportunities, PCUaware data organization must be employed, as follows:
1. Each data item must be spread (striped/mirrored) across PCUs, rather than within them. Thus, assuming some degree of data redundancy, one or more host PCUs may be powered down without impacting the availability of that item. 2. Data access must be localized (as far as possible) to a subset of the PCUs so that others idle, and may be powered down. For read accesses, this is achieved by serving the request from a replica that is on a powered-up disk. For write accesses, this is achieved through write-offloading [29] ; if there is a write access to a file, and one or more replicas of that file are on disks that are powered down, then the update must be temporarily diverted to reserve storage on powered-up disks. Periodic cleaning returns these temporary replicas to their original locations. If there is an access (read or write) to a file, all of whose replicas are on powered-down disks, then the access has to suffer the significant performance penalty of waiting for a replica to be powered up. The probability of this should be low by design. Figs. 2a and 2b illustrate PCU ¼ Rack, and PCU ¼ Node, respectively. Note how replica placement changes with PCU; also, the creation of idle PCUs through selective access of more active replicas. Fig. 3 demonstrates the importance of PCU-aware data organization. We simulate a production data center, and set the PCU to 40-node racks; we then vary the data organization unit (the unit across which replicas are distributed). Notice that unless replicas are distributed across the given PCU (40-node racks, in this case), there is no opportunity for powering them down. Thus, PCU-aware data organization (and retrieval) is key to enabling larger PCUs.
Enabling Trends
Before evaluating the benefits of shifting to larger PCUs, we discuss the overhead of deploying such a solution today. One of the strengths of our approach is that it is facilitated by several current trends in large-scale online services, thus making the expected deployment overhead quite low.
Rack-and-roll. Rapid scalability is an imperative for hosting successful online services, and this has led to the so-called rack-and-roll data center expansion model [10] . Data center operators can rapidly expand their facilities by purchasing "commodity racks," which have servers, top-ofrack switches [11] , PDUs [7] , and in-rack cooling equipment [6] preinstalled. Purchasing and commissioning a rack is now a mere matter of hours. Thus, our model rack of Fig. 1 is a widely prevalent reality today. Further along this path, entire data centers have now been commoditized-the data center shipping container.
Data model and placement. Industry-leading storage designs are converging on certain techniques for performance and reliability that prove strongly enabling for power management solutions in general, and large PCUs in particular:
. Replication. Most large-scale systems today replicate their data for fault tolerance. A replication factor of three is an industry standard [13] , [17] , [24] . With appropriate replica placement, there is opportunity for powering down one or more replica hosts, without impacting data availability. This provides a tunable parameter-number of live replicaswhich can be adjusted based on load, and is a key enabler for storage power management. When combined with PCU-aware replica placement (see trend below), larger PCUs are facilitated. . Cross-failure-domain replica placement. Each object is replicated, not only across disks, but across racks, and also across data centers. This ensures data availability in the face of domain-correlated failures, such as a rack or data center outage. This practice has been adopted in leading systems like Amazon S3 [1] , Microsoft Azure [3] , and Google GFS [17] . Thus, the mechanism is already in place to support PCUaware data placement. . Append-only model. A data model that is gaining popularity today due to its performance properties is one where data is stored on disk in immutable data structures. Updates become appends in this model, and consolidation happens lazily. This model caters especially to workloads that are dominated by new writes and large sequential reads, with updates being relatively infrequent. GFS [17] , Bigtable [9] , and Cassandra [24] are industry-leading systems that use this model. This model is a good fit for power management-updates do not require powering up of all replicas; instead, they can be "offloaded" (appended) to powered-up disks, and lazily consolidated when the requisite replica hosts are up. Data and compute locality. A challenge in data-intensive compute systems is to localize data and computation. Several techniques have been developed that facilitate this. For example, Bigtable [9] exposes data locality control to its clients, so that they can enforce contiguous placement of related data. Another technique is proposed in GreenHDFS [23] , which determines object placement by its age; their measurement of a large Hadoop deployment showed that data popularity is strongly correlated with its age in the system, and by placing data of similar age together, they achieve access locality. Thus, mechanisms are in place today in most production systems to ensure data and compute locality. This facilitates power management, because it allows us to power-manage storage without impacting computation; further, it allows us to power down not just disks, but the associated servers as well-in this model, compute tasks assigned to a server are associated with the data hosted on that server, and thus it is reasonable to infer an idle CPU associated with idle disks.
Data deluge. Studies suggest that the digital universe-all the digital data being created by consumers and businesses worldwide-is growing at a compound annual rate of 57 percent [25] . Just for the year 2010, this rate of growth translated to an increase in the world's digital data by 1.2 million petabytes [18] . This trend is significantly changing storage needs. Our belief is that we have arrived at a point in the data deluge where the fraction of data accessed, or even accessible, for any reasonable length of time (a week, say), is a tiny fraction of the total data stored.
We come, therefore, to the workload property that the vast majority of data is seldom accessed, the data that is accessed is accessed mostly as reads, and writes that are performed are mostly new writes, instead of updates. This property is highly conducive to power management-it creates opportunities for a significant fraction of the storage system to be powered down without impacting performance or data availability.
One concern with any power-down solution is the potential impact of power-cycling on component reliability, and hence on overall system availability. With our approach of using larger PCUs, a natural question to ask is whether powering down cooling equipment increases their failure rates. Experiential evidence suggests that it does not [30] : Economizer modes of operation, which bypass (power down) chiller units when environmental conditions allow use of ambient air, are already extent in several production facilities, and have not impacted chiller reliability.
In summary, with online service trends leading to huge amounts of replicated, potentially seldom-accessed data, there is increasing opportunity for saving energy in data centers by powering down idle/redundant resources. Further, current industry practices are making racks (and more recently, containerized data centers) the unit of choice for resource commissioning as well as replication, which in turn enables larger PCUs. The deployment of a larger PCU solution would thus incur little overhead, and have large energy-saving potential. Next, we quantify this energysaving potential.
EVALUATION
The aim of this study is to quantify the potential energy savings from using larger PCUs, for different data center settings. We address the following questions:
1. How much energy can be saved by shifting to larger PCUs? 2. How is performance impacted by shifting to larger PCUs? 3. Under what conditions does it make sense to shift to larger PCUs? We describe our methodology, and then present our findings.
Methodology
We use simulations to explore a number of different data center settings and PCU options. Our results have been promising, and we are planning a small-scale implementation study in future work.
Simulator
We model a large distributed storage system comprised of a set of servers and their disks, and associated supportinfrastructure. The model allows PCU choices of disk, node, rack (comprising a specified number of nodes as well as their cooling and power distribution equipment), and container (comprising a specified number of nodes, their cooling and power distribution equipment, as well as a UPS). Parameters that can be varied include: disk/ server/rack/container power ratings, number of disks per server, number of servers per rack/container, per-server memory capacity, per-disk storage capacity, data organization scheme (PCU-aware or not), data replication scheme (full replication, striping, RAID schemes), power management policy (idleness threshold for powering down resource units, how frequently power management decisions are made), among others. Given the system specifications, we simulate the progress of each file request through the system, recording latency and power consumption. Periodically, all the disks in the system are checked to see whether their access frequency is less than a given idleness threshold; if so, they are powered down. If the system PCU is set to node or bigger, then nodes with all their disks down and with a cache access frequency lower than the specified threshold, are powered down as well. Finally, for systems with PCU larger than a node, a PCU is powered down if all its nodes are down. An access to a powered-down disk will trigger the powering up of that disk (including, if needed, the powering up of its parent node and PCU). Table 1 presents the standard simulation settings.
Data
To drive our simulations, we use access logs from a production data center hosting the Internet archive's (IA) media collection (MC) [4] service. This is a web service that serves text, image, audio, and video files from a large (2 PB) collection. Table 2 gives details of these traces. Unless otherwise specified, each data point presented in the following section is the averaged result of running 6-hour traces from three different days of the week of April 3-9, 2009. (A Monday, Tuesday, and Friday, the same set of hours being picked from each day). The traces are HTTP GET logs, and specify, for each file access, the access time, the file name, and file size, as well as the target server ID and disk ID. However, we manipulate this information slightly to conform to different data organization layouts. Given a data organization scheme-PCU-aware, 2-way mirroring, for example-we statically map each disk to a "mirror disk" such that the mirror disk is on a different PCU from the original disk. An access request to any item on either disk is then directed to the more active of the two. Support for dynamic, per-file mapping is planned in future work.
The traces have a read-ratio ( # reads # accesses ) of very close to 1 (0.9926), and so we did not model writes (we ignored writes on the trace). We argue that this lack of writes does not bias our results unduly: From a power management point of view, write accesses (with write-offloading) are indistinguishable from read accesses that miss the cache; ie., their pattern of disk access will be similar. Our traces, having been captured at the backend, are comprised entirely of cache misses from the frontend web server caches, and thus have inherently low cacheability. This is reflected in our simulations, where they show less than 54 percent combined hit rate at the server caches. Thus, we expect that the disk access patterns would not change significantly even if up to 40 percent of our accesses were writes (as they would behave similarly to the 46 percent cache misses we currently observe). There is one exception to this rule: some resource power ups may be triggered when reclamation of offloaded writes is done. Since this is an infrequent event, its impact on energy consumption should not be significant. In future work, however, we plan to add write-offloading support to our simulator and verify this intuition.
Validation
We used two methods to ensure that our simulator tracks ground truth. First, we compared its storage model at the granularity of a single server against measurements from a real storage node. Second, we used actual measurements from production settings to configure the simulator's racklevel parameters Fig. 4 compares measured and simulated access latencies from a single server RAID-0 store spread over six disks. Each data block is striped over the six disks (no redundancy). We combined file access traces from three of the most-accessed nodes in the IA data, and replayed them on the RAID-0 system. This combined trace spanned 25 minutes, and comprised 32,749 requests. We also ran this trace on our simulator, configured to resemble the RAID-0 setup. As seen in Fig. 4 , our simulator tracks reality well at the server level.
We obtained node and rack power cycling information from actual measurements at the IA. These have informed our choice of node and rack transition times, and power overheads. In future work, we plan to verify our simulator at rack-level through a small-scale prototype implementation.
Results
We now explore the potential as well as the limitations of power management through larger PCUs. We present our results in the context of three motivating scenarios.
Motivating Scenario: Online Media Service
The IA MC, which stores and serves over 2 PB of video, audio, image, and text files, is a popular online media service. Our workload data derives from one of the MC data centers; we now explore the right choice of PCU for this data center.
We simulate an MC data center; Table 1 describes the configuration parameters, which are intended to reflect ground truth. The IA maintains two copies of each file, on two separate storage servers. The MC data center we simulate has 840 storage servers-commodity machines with four disks each. We compare PCU choices of disk, node, and rack. We configure rack overhead to be 50 percent; ie., the support-infrastructure on each rack consumes 50 percent as much power as the servers and disks on the rack. We assume that an additional 10 percent power goes to the data center power backup equipment. We show results for a 42-server rack, but we confirmed that very similar results obtain for a whole range of rack sizes (from 10-server to 200-server), so long as rack power overhead and transition time are constant. Fig. 5a shows that rack PCUs lead to 41 percent energy savings (a 9.7X improvement over disk PCU, and 1.5X improvement over node PCUs) in this data center. Further, we see in Fig. 5b that the system performance under the rack PCU configuration is the same as its performance under the node PCU configuration; each set of three bars in this graph shows the highest latency seen in the 99.9-, 99.99-, and 99.999-th percentile of accesses, respectively (left to right). Fig. 5c explains why the rack PCU configurations do not impose any performance penalty. For each configuration, it tracks the number of racks, nodes, and disks that are powered down over the length of the simulation. We see that for the rack PCU configuration, the number of racks down stays constant after the initial power check interval. This means that no access goes to a powered-down rack, with the result that rack power-downs have no additional performance penalty. Fig. 6 shows the impact of PUE on optimal PCU size. Rack power overhead reflects data center PUE-in our model, 50 percent rack power overhead implies a PUE of at least 1.6 (factoring in the additional 10 percent overhead for the UPS). In other words, when PUE is X, for every Watt consumed by the servers in a rack, 0.1 W goes toward the UPS, and (X-1.1) W goes toward the in-rack cooling unit. We see that for values of PUE below 1.35, larger PCUs no longer make sense-it is better to use node-based power management in these settings. This bears out our intuition-the motivation for shifting to larger PCUs is to reduce some of the non-IT power overheads of the data center; the smaller these overheads, the less reason to make this shift. Keep in mind, however, that the industry average for data center PUE is 2-2.5. Fig. 7 shows the impact of disk-to-CPU ratio on optimal PCU size. For a service such as the IA MC, whose load is entirely I/O-bound, it makes sense to use servers with a larger number of disks. This is in fact precisely the direction the IA is taking; they are in the process of transitioning to storage nodes with 24 to 36 disks each. In this disk-heavy model, we reexamine optimal PCU choice. Note that, when maintaining the same data center capacity and increasing the disk-to-node ratio, the number of nodes (and racks) decreases. Fig. 7 shows that a rack is still the optimal PCU choice when disk-to-CPU ratio is increased to 24; comparing with Fig. 5 (disk-to-CPU ratio of 4) , however, as might be expected, we see that the energy savings over disk-based power management has decreased.
Motivating Scenario: Storage as a Service
We now consider another popular online service-SaaS. Amazon's simple storage service (S3) [1] , for example, provides storage at approximately 10 cents per Gigabitmonth. SaaS providers typically replicate data for reliability-the basic service providing at least three-way replication, with replicas spread across failure domains such as racks and data centers. Clients can alternatively choose a cheaper option-lower level of replication for data requiring less stringent reliability guarantees.
Consider a new SaaS feature: tunable number of live replicas. Clients, when they upload objects, can specify their expected popularity, and tune the number of replicas that need be kept live; the lower this number, the lower the cost of storing the object. With mechanisms already extant for spreading replicas across racks (and data centers), PCUaware data organization is an easy fit. Fig. 8 shows the energy savings from reducing the number of live copies. The number of live replicas is represented as (r,l) along the x-axis, where r is the total number of replicas (3, here) , and l is the number of live ones. We show results for two choices of PCU: node, and 40-node rack. We see that keeping only one copy live in the rack PCU configuration leads to 55 percent energy savings, while keeping two copies live saves 27 percent energy. Assuming that energy costs contribute 30 percent to total storage cost, these savings could reduce end-user perceived storage prices by a significant 16.5 percent, or 8 percent, respectively.
Motivating Scenario: Container Farm
Containerized data centers are seeing increasing adoption in industry; for example, Microsoft reportedly owns a facility in Chicago comprising 112 containers-a container farm [27] . Containers have the advantages of modularity, ease of deployment, ease of management, and improved space and power efficiency, and might reasonably be expected to be a popular data center commissioning unit of the future. With this in mind, we consider the right PCU choice for a data center consisting of a network of containers.
In this model, we have a new PCU choice-an entire container. The advantage of powering down a container is that we power down its associated power distribution and backup infrastructure. Assuming that these overheads add Fig. 6 . Effect of PUE on optimal PCU size. up to 10 percent of the power draw, Fig. 9 shows the energy savings from container-based power management. Here, our data center consists of two 420-node containers, container power-up takes 10 minutes (as opposed to 5 minutes for rack power-up), and container power overhead is 60 percent (as opposed to 50 percent rack power overhead). We see that the container PCU and rack PCU offer similar energy savings (see Fig. 9a ), and similar performance (see Fig. 9b ).
Sensitivity Analysis
Finally, we verify that our results are not artifacts of the simulator settings. Fig. 10 shows that our findings are robust to simulator fine-tuning. Disk power down threshold is the access frequency threshold below which a disk is considered idle (and hence can be powered down). Periodically (with period length ¼ disk power check interval), all disks (as well as higher-level components) are checked for power-down opportunities. Disk access frequency is computed as an exponentially weighted moving average, with a multiplicative factor determining the weight given to the mean frequency computed over the most recent interval; access count interval is the length of this interval. Finally, cache eviction buffer allows multiple evicted cache entries to be aggregated before being evicted together; its size is measured as a percentage of cache size. As Fig. 10 shows, none of these simulator-specific parameters plays any role in determining the simulation results. 
Summary
To summarize, we have examined a number of different online service models and shown that in each case significant energy savings are achieved by use of larger PCUs. In the IA setting, we have shown that shifting to rack PCUs achieves 9.7X more energy savings than disk-based power management. This translates to a saving of about 2.9 MWh per day over that of a disk-based solution, even for a small 840-node facility. However, we note that the benefit of larger PCUs is strongly tied to the facility PUE-if PUE falls below 1.35, larger PCUs are no longer optimal.
We believe that an increasingly likely vision of the future of online services is one where a few infrastructure providers compete to host the world's services and data. We show that for an SaaS provider, existing data replication and placement policies fit our large PCU model. Further, we show that an SaaS provider could provide storage options up to 16.5 percent cheaper by adopting rack-based power management, and tuning the number of replicas kept live.
Finally, we examine another point in the design space--container farms. We show that, in this scenario, using entire containers as the PCU is practical, and leads to no performance penalty over node-based power management.
CONCLUSION
With online services continuing to grow in size and number, the power efficiency of the data centers that host them has assumed central importance. Current power proportional designs limit themselves by focusing only on the power consumed by the IT equipment, and neglecting the significant power draw of non-IT equipment like coolers, PDUs, and power backup equipment (UPSes). In this paper, we show how to take an integrated approach to address these overheads by shifting to larger units of power management-racks, or even entire containerized data centers. We show that such a shift is practical (achievable without impacting performance), simple (much of the mechanism needed to support larger PCUs-cross-PCU replica placement, etc.-is already in place in most production systems), and highly beneficial (leading to several times more energy savings than current solutions). 
